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Connecting Coresun slew drives 

Introduction.  
This document describes how to use the Solar Mount Worm Gear Slewing Drive Motor partnumber 

SVH3-62B-RC-24H3033-A115-REV  

 

 

Description 
The suntrack controller can be used with Coresun Driver dual axis slew drive motors. In this proof of 

concept is demonstrated how to setup this. 

Partlist 
The following parts are used: 

 

 Suntrack controller with 24V adapter (Kit#2) 

 Connection pcb (kit#3) 

 End sensors partnumber M8 2mm DC 5V NPN NO LJ8A3-2-Z/BX-5V Inductive Proximity 

Sensor Switch (kit#3) 

 Coresun Drive dual axis slewing drive SVH3 
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Electrical connections 
The CAT6 cable is connected to the motors, encoder and end switches. The CAT6 cable seems to be 

thin for this big motors but due to the big gear ratio the unloaded current is only 200mA at 24V. 

 
 

The left and right are the same circuit for horizontal and vertical. This board comes with kit#3 

Table starts at the left 3pin connector 

 

Color Description Function 

Blue Negative Proximity Sensor* 

Black Sensor input Proximity Sensor 

Brown 5Volt Proximity Sensor 

   

Blue Negative Proximity Sensor* 

Black  Sensor input Proximity Sensor 

Brown 5 Volt Proximity Sensor 

   

Black Motor- Motor 

Red Motor+ Motor 

   

Black Negative HAL encoder 

blue Hal-B HAL encoder 

Green Hal-A HAL encoder 

Red 5 Volt HAL encoder 

 

* Both Proximity Sensors for the minimum and maximum detection are connected parallel so do net 

care witch way 

 

Build the circuit board in a water tight box. 

Software setup 
Order the suntrack preprogrammed for this motor or change the paramter manualy. Only the number 

of steps per decrees has to be changed to 792. Use the command: stepsx 792 and stepsy 792 

Connection to PC 
The suntrack has a mini-USB connector for optional serial communication. Connect this to a 

PC and the FTDI driver will be installed automatically. Use a terminal program like Tera term 

and set it for communication 115200 baud.  
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Setup -> Serial port ->  

 

 

Using the command line 
The command available are shown by help The actual setting are printed by show 
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Hardware setup 
Test setup. Motors are mounted using steel square bars and M10 bolts. 

 
 

Level both axis: 
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End sensors 
To learn the controller the maximum moving range end sensors are used. The sensors on the minimum 

side are also used for recalibration. 

An inductive contactless sensor is used. It is normally open and connected parallel.  

 

Mount the inductive sensors on both axis: 

Vertical: 
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Horizontal: 
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Use the remote control slider position 3 to learn the moving range. 

First press Xzero and Yzero and wait for the motors to stop. 

Next learn the maximum values with Xmax and Ymax. 

 

Now continue with in installation manual step 'Calibrating the sun 

position; 

 

 
 

 

Building a real setup 
The inductive sensor is IP65 = Water resistant. “Protected against water jets from any angle” It might 

be a good idea to protect them. 

The connection pcb must be build into a watertight box. 

On this proof of concept the sensors are mounted using magnets. In a real setup it must be mounted 

with bolts. 

It is possible to not mount the inductive sensors. The drawback is in case of trouble you have to do all 

steps again, learn the end, calibrate the sun, set the target. 

 

Results 
Over the day the position of reflection on 15 meters stayed within 10cm.  

 


